UNLISTED USE DETERMINATION: TEMPORARY OUTDOOR EXPANSION SPACE FOR RESTAURANTS & BARS

- Denver Zoning Code, DZC Section 12.4.6, Code Interpretations and Determination of Unlisted Uses
- Former Chapter 59, DZC Section 59-38(a)(10), Authority to Determine Unlisted Accessory Uses
- Ordinance No. 2020-0961, Authority to Allow COVID-19 Related Temporary Uses on Former Chapter 59 Zoned Lands (Effective October 15, 2020) as Extended by Ordinance No. 2021-0592 (Effective July 15, 2021)

Original Effective Date of Use Determination: May 18, 2020 (Updated 9/19/20, 10/30/20, and 9/3/21)
Effective Date with this Amendment: September 7, 2022
Expiration Date of this Determination: December 31, 2023

SUMMARY

Starting in May 2020, in reaction to the COVID-19 pandemic, restaurants, bars, and other similar eligible businesses inside the City were temporarily allowed to expand existing or establish new outdoor spaces to provide food and beverage service for on-site consumption, while maintaining required social distancing and allowing for ease of contact tracing during the worst of the pandemic and continuing through subsequent COVID spikes and waves. The temporary allowance included public health safety protocols and protections for patrons, while creating opportunities to stimulate economic activity and recovery from shut-downs, substantial drops in patronage, and rising business costs. Additional limitations were intended to balance economic recovery objectives with ensuring continued, enjoyable use of near-by residential properties.

As part of Denver’s focus on a safe and steady recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic, this zoning allowance for the Temporary Outdoor Expansion Space for Restaurants & Bars (“Temporary Outdoor Space”) has been extended several times. In the previous amendment of this use determination, the allowance for Temporary Outdoor Spaces was extended until October 31, 2021.¹

Now, mid-year in 2022, with justification based on the continuing sub-par recovery of the city’s restaurant industry (as documented in Exhibit 1 to this determination), the Temporary Outdoor Space zoning use allowance is being extended to December 31, 2023. More specifically, restaurants and other qualifying businesses will have until October 31, 2022, to apply and establish a new Temporary Outdoor Space. For those Temporary Outdoor Spaces established and in compliance with all applicable rules, permits, and licenses as of October 31, 2022, this amended allowance will allow them to continue until December 31, 2023. During the interim, the City of Denver will create and roll out new rules and conditions for a permanent Outdoor Places Program that will take the place of the temporary allowances created during the pandemic. See Denver Outdoor Places Program for more information on the transition from temporary to new permanent outdoor places.

¹ Other city agencies, including Excise & Licenses, Department of Transportation & Infrastructure, Department of Public Health & Environment, Denver Fire Department, and the Building division of CPD, have also issued requirements and conditions for the Temporary Outdoor Space. Eligible businesses should refer to Denver Outdoor Places Program for applicable city rules and guidelines, FAQs, as well as information how to apply for the temporary outdoor spaces program up until October 31, 2022.
ELIGIBLE BUSINESSES

The following types of commercial businesses may be eligible to temporarily create a new outdoor space or temporarily expand their existing outdoor space (the related zoning-defined land use is provided in parenthesis):

1. Restaurants, bars, taverns, brewpubs, fast-food outlets, cafes, coffee shops, and similar retail businesses providing food and/or beverage services for on-site consumption. (Per Denver Zoning Code or Former Chapter 59: “Eating and/or Drinking Establishments,” “Brewpubs,” and “Eating Places”).
2. Breweries, wineries, or distilleries with existing indoor tasting rooms. (Per Denver Zoning Code or Former Chapter 59: these are specific types of “Manufacturing, Fabrication & Assembly – Light, Custom, General or Heavy” zoning uses).
3. Food trucks and other mobile retail food establishments are not eligible businesses.

PERMITTED ZONE DISTRICTS

The Temporary Outdoor Space may be established in the following zone districts under the city’s two zoning codes:

2. **Former Chapter 59**: All B, MS, H, C-MU, R-MU, T-MU, PRV, Gateway, H, and I zone districts, and all PUD zone districts that allow an Eligible Business use.

A property’s zone district can be looked up, by address, at the Denver Maps webpage: www.denvergov.org/maps/map/zoning.

CONDITIONS ON USE & ACTIVITY IN TEMPORARY OUTDOOR EXPANSION SPACE FOR RESTAURANTS AND BARS

The Temporary Outdoor Space shall comply with the following use- and activity-related guidelines:

1. **Associated with an Eligible Business.** The outdoor space must be associated with and used exclusively by an eligible business (see above for list of eligible businesses).
2. **Temporary Structures Allowed.** The outdoor space may be used only for placement of temporary tables, benches, chairs, shade devices, tents, pods, greenhouses, and other temporary enclosures that can be adequately vented and maintained per Public Health orders; the outdoor space may include temporary railings and other means of containment or separation. Please refer to the program guidelines for building permit requirements (e.g., electrical permit may be required for temporary lighting; building permit may be required for fences/walls over a certain height.)
3. **Hours of Operation.** Public use of the temporary outdoor space shall cease by no later than 10 pm Sundays through Thursdays, and by no later than 11 pm on Fridays, Saturdays, and on Federal Holidays.
4. **Permitted Activities.** Permitted activities within the temporary outdoor space are limited to only the following:
   a. On-site retail service and consumption of food and/or drink (including alcoholic beverages with approved city license) to seated customers.
   b. Designated areas for customer pick-up and carry-out of packaged food and/or drink prepared by the associated eligible business.

5. **Prohibited Activities.** The following activities are prohibited within the temporary outdoor space to avoid congregating, shared patron use of equipment, or noise impacts:
   a. Standing (non-seated) food or drink service and consumption.
   b. Standing (non-seated) waiting or gathering areas.
   c. Outdoor entertainment or amusement (e.g., viewing outdoor movies; yard games).
   d. Amplification of any sound or music, including but not limited to the use of amplifiers, speakers, or loudspeakers.

6. **Duration.**
   a. Any Temporary Outdoor Space intended for a permitted activity described in 4.a. above, cannot begin until the eligible business can open for occupancy by members of the public. A Temporary Outdoor Space, if established and in good standing on October 31, 2022, may continue operation as a temporary use subject to this determination until December 31, 2023. The owner/operator of a Temporary Outdoor Space may seek applicable permits and approvals to convert the space to a Permanent Outdoor Space.
   b. All Temporary Outdoor Spaces established under this temporary use allowance must cease operations on or before December 31, 2023 and remove all physical components of the outdoor space by no later than January 15, 2024. Failure to cease operations or remove all physical components of the temporary outdoor space by the deadlines specified is a violation of the Denver's zoning codes.
   c. Additionally, if the state or City issues any new or amended public health orders before December 31, 2023 that prohibit this temporary outdoor space, then the temporary outdoor space must shut down.

7. **No Parking Required.** No vehicle or bicycle parking is required for establishment of a Temporary Outdoor Expansion Space for Restaurants & Bars.
## PERMITTED LOCATION & PERMITTED OPERATOR OF TEMPORARY OUTDOOR EXPANSION SPACE FOR RESTAURANTS & BARS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Permitted Location of Temporary Outdoor Space – Options</th>
<th>Can the Outdoor Space be In a Parking Lot?</th>
<th>Permitted Operator of Temporary Outdoor Space</th>
<th>Owner or Landlord Consent Required?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Same Zone Lot: Private property only (not on public right-of-way) and on same zone lot that eligible business is located.</td>
<td>1. DZC and FC59 Zoned Properties: Yes, the temporary outdoor space may be located on all or some off-street parking spaces; those parking spaces may or may not be required by the zoning code.</td>
<td>The zone lot (property) owner or eligible business</td>
<td>Yes - Property owner consent is required if the eligible business is not the property owner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Different Zone Lot: Private property only (not on public right-of-way) and on a different zone lot than where the eligible business is located</td>
<td>1. DZC-Zoned and FC59 Properties: Yes, the temporary outdoor space may be located entirely or partially off the zone lot that the eligible business is located on.</td>
<td>The zone lot (property) owner or eligible business where the eligible business use is located on a different zone lot</td>
<td>Yes - Property owner consent is required if the eligible business is not the property owner of the zone lot on which the temporary outdoor space is located.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Public right-of-way (sidewalks, tree lawn, on-street)</td>
<td>Zoning rules in this written use allowance are not applicable to a Temporary Outdoor Space located on the public right-of-way. If the outdoor space is partially on private property and partially on public right-of-way, please refer to the location options and zoning guidelines above that will only apply to the portion of the outdoor space located on private property. For outdoor spaces located entirely or partially in public right-of-way, please refer to applicable rules and guidelines found at: Denver Outdoor Places Program</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ZONING PERMITTING & ENFORCEMENT

**A zoning permit is not required to establish a Temporary Outdoor Space.** Other city permits and license approvals may still be required, including permits associated with use of the public right-of-way (sidewalks, tree lawns, on-street), and modifications to an existing restaurant or food business or alcohol license. A conversion of a previously established Temporary Outdoor Space to a Permanent Outdoor Space will require a zoning use permit review for any portion of the outdoor space located on private property.

The city’s **Zoning & Neighborhood Inspections Service (ZNIS)** team of inspectors will investigate zoning-related complaints received from the public or other city agencies about the location or operation of a Temporary Outdoor Space on private property. If the inspector finds a violation of these guidelines, or any other applicable provision of Denver’s zoning codes, the eligible business and property owner will be responsible for addressing the issue and for payment of any enforcement-related fines or penalties.
LEGAL AUTHORITY FOR UNLISTED TEMPORARY USE DETERMINATION

DENVER ZONING CODE - GENERAL AUTHORIZATION TO DETERMINE UNLISTED USES

According to DZC, Section 12.4.6.1, the Zoning Administrator may determine whether a specific unlisted use, including unlisted temporary uses, “may be permitted in one or more zone districts, and type of use review is required.”

The Zoning Administrator is directed to:

- 1. Review and evaluate the application in light of this Code, the Comprehensive Plan, established administrative practices and past interpretations, the potential for establishing a precedent with the interpretation, and any other relevant policy and regulatory documents;
- 2. Review and evaluate the application with consideration of the general rules of interpretation specified in this Section 12.4.6.3.F, as applicable; and
- 3. Consult with the Manager, City Attorney, other agencies and staff, as necessary.”

DZC, Section 12.4.6.3.D.

In making a use determination, the Zoning Administrator may impose reasonable conditions on such use after consideration of, “at a minimum, the compatibility of the use within the zone districts in which the use may be permitted, the intensity of the use, the amount and configuration of physical space occupied by the use, and the potential for adverse impacts on adjacent properties.” DZC, Section 12.4.6.3.E.2. As part of the use determination, the Zoning Administrator must also determine which zoning permit use review procedure will apply, such as Informational Notice (“ZPIN”), Special Exception Review (“ZPSE”), or administrative review without notice or hearing (“ZP”). Determining the use review procedure “shall be based on consideration of the zoning procedure(s) applicable to similar land uses or subject matter, and/or the degree to which the zoning procedure may inform mitigation of possible adverse impacts” from the subject use. DZC, Section 12.4.6.3.E.3.

FORMER CHAPTER 59 – SPECIFIC AUTHORIZATION TO DETERMINE UNLISTED TEMPORARY USES

In response to the COVID-19 public health emergency, Denver City Ordinance No. 2020-0961, Section 1, authorizes the Zoning Administrator to permit any temporary use on FC59-zoned land that she is authorized to allow under the Denver Zoning Code. Prior to approving such temporary use, the Zoning Administrator must specifically find that the temporary use:

1. “preserves and promotes the public health, safety and welfare of the inhabitants of the city, and of the public generally, and encourages and facilitates the orderly growth and expansion of the city”; and
2. “is consistent with the subject Former Chapter 59 zone district(s) at issue”; and
3. “meets the requirements of Denver Zoning Code, Section 12.4.6.4.B.”

Ord. 2020-0961, Section 2 (as extended by Ordinance No. 2021-0592).

**REVIEW CRITERIA & ANALYSIS**

**REVIEW CRITERIA**

Denver Zoning Code, Section 12.4.6.4, specifies the criteria against which the Zoning Administrator must review all requests for determining whether an unlisted temporary should be allowed. The Zoning Administrator must find that the request satisfies all the relevant review criteria before permitting the unlisted use. If the Zoning Administrator cannot find the proposed use satisfies the review criteria, then the only regulatory path for permitting such use is to amend the text of the zoning code to specifically list and allow the use.

In sum, an unlisted use may only be permitted through the process established in DZC Section 12.4.6 if the determination is: “1. Consistent with the intent of this Code; and 2. Consistent with the intent of the subject Neighborhood Context and zone district(s), and with the intent of any specific Code provision(s) at issue.” DZC, Section 12.4.6.4.A.

In addition, the Zoning Administrator must find that the “proposed use has a character and impact that are similar in nature, function, and duration to the other uses permitted in the zone district(s)” by assessing all relevant characteristics of the proposed use, including without limitation:

- “The type, size, and typical massing of buildings and structures associated with the unlisted use;
- Transportation requirements, including the modal split for people and freight, by volume type and characteristics of traffic generation to and from the site;
- Parking requirements, turnover and generation, ratio of the number of spaces required per unit area or activity;
- The amount and nature of any external effects generated on the premises, including but not limited to noise, smoke, odor, glare, vibration, radiation and fumes;
- The type and extent of impacts on adjacent properties created by the proposed use in comparison to impacts from other uses permitted in the zone district.”

DZC, Section 12.4.6.4.B.1.

With the passage of Ordinance 2020-0961, the Zoning Administrator may allow the same unlisted temporary use that meets all the above DZC criteria on lands retaining their zoning designation under FC59. Ord. No. 2020-0961, Secs. 1-3 (as extended by Ordinance No. 2021-0592).
ANALYSIS

The unlisted use is described as temporary outdoor space that expands the premises of a previously permitted eating place, eating and drinking establishment or brewery, winery or distillery, and allows for food/beverage service and consumption by patrons in seats located outside a completely enclosed structure. The duration of the Temporary Outdoor Space is limited and will last until December 31, 2023. Activities within the temporary outdoor space will follow city-established public health guidelines and limitations to ensure safe, social distancing and the ability to provide ease of contact tracing, if needed.

The unlisted use would be allowed in any Mixed Use Commercial Zone District, as defined in DZC Article 13, Industrial zone, and in any PUD zone district that allows an eligible business as described above. Under FC59, the unlisted use would be allowed in all business, mixed-use, and industrial zone districts, and in any PUD zone district that allows an eligible business as described above. As a temporary use, the Temporary Outdoor Space would be located either on the same zone lot as the eligible business or on a near-by zone lot (not necessarily abutting). As a temporary use, the proposed temporary use could be sited in a private parking lot, even if the use occupies parking spaces otherwise required by code for a primary use.

Consistency with Zoning Code Intent: The Temporary Outdoor Space is consistent with the DZC’s stated general intent to “to implement Denver’s Comprehensive Plan and guide orderly development of the City that preserves and promotes the public health, safety, prosperity, and welfare of its inhabitants.” DZC, §1.1.1. The Temporary Outdoor Space is also consistent with FC59’s stated general intent “to preserve and promote the public health, safety and welfare of the inhabitants of the city...and to encourage and facilitate the orderly growth and expansion of the city.” FC59, Sec. 59-1. It is also consistent with the Denver Zoning Code’s more specific stated intent to: “guide Denver’s prosperous and sustainable future by...[p]roviding clear regulations and processes that result in predictable, efficient, and coordinated review processes.” DZC, §1.1.2.

The Temporary Outdoor Space is intended to support the economic health and development of the City during the time of COVID-19 and given the pandemic’s adverse impact on the restaurant industry in Denver, by providing clear regulations to permit commercial eating/drinking service and consumption outdoors that still protects the public health. This is a creative alternative that supports the continued prosperity of Denver during a public health emergency, and afterwards during the recovery from the pandemic, where the alternative could be continued closures of Denver’s many restaurants, bars, and similar businesses to dine-in services. (See data and evidence of the continuing sub-par performance of Denver’s restaurant/bar industry in Exhibit 1 to this document, prepared by Denver’s Office of Economic Development and Opportunity in September 2022.)

Consistent with the Intent of the Subject Neighborhood Context and Zone District(s): The Temporary Outdoor Space will be allowed in all business, mixed-use, and campus zone districts under both DZC and FC59, where the general intent is to promote the establishment and operation of a wide variety of commercial, retail, and residential land uses, and to enhance a pedestrian-oriented street environment. See, for example, DZC, Division 5.1, and §§5.2.3-5, and similar provisions throughout DZC; and FC59, Secs. 59-271 and 59-301. Allowing the temporary use will provide a realistic option to safely operate eating and drinking places during and following the COVID-19 emergency and provides a safe alternative and economic boost to otherwise limited indoor dine-in operations in existing restaurants.
and bars. Activating the street with the Temporary Outdoor Space, and allowing the reopening of many existing commercial uses, are expected outcomes consistent with the intent for all neighborhood contexts and zone districts affected by this determination.

Character and Impact of Proposed Use Compared to Other Uses Permitted in Zone Districts: In all mixed-use, business, and commercial zones, permanent accessory outdoor eating/serving areas are allowed in conjunction with permitted eating places and eating and drinking establishments. Similarly, accessory outdoor tasting areas area allowed in conjunction with permitted breweries, wineries, and distilleries in all DZC-zoned mixed use commercial zones. The Temporary Outdoor Space use is similar in nature and function (an outdoor space for food/drink service and on-site consumption), but – unlike the listed accessory outdoor uses allowed that are permanent – is only temporary in duration (allowed only until December 31, 2023). The Temporary Outdoor Space will not require any additional parking spaces beyond those already provided for the primary business, which is the same requirement as for the listed permanent outdoor accessory uses.

As a proposed temporary use, the Temporary Outdoor Space is also similar in nature, function, and duration to other listed temporary uses allowed in most business and commercial zone districts under both zoning codes. Several permitted and listed temporary uses, including temporary outdoor retail sales or seasonal sales and construction-related offices, may continue for an entire season of the year (e.g., a farmer’s market can operate from April 1 to October 31) or of a longer duration than the Temporary Outdoor Space (e.g., a construction building yard or temporary office). Here, the Temporary Outdoor Space would operate only until December 31, 2023, and would be limited in intensity by a night-time curfew of 10 pm weekdays, and 11 pm weekend days and holidays.

ZONING ADMINISTRATOR FINDINGS & FINAL USE DETERMINATION

Based on the details of and stated objectives for the City’s proposal to allow temporary extended outdoor space for restaurants, bars, and similar businesses, and on the analysis above, I find that that the proposed unlisted use may be allowed under the respective zoning codes as follows:

1. **Denver Zoning Code** – the Temporary Outdoor Expansion Space for Restaurants & Bars may be allowed as an unlisted temporary use, per DZC, §12.4.6.
2. **Former Chapter 59** – the Temporary Outdoor Expansion Space for Restaurants & Bars may be allowed as an unlisted temporary use, per Ordinance 2020-0961 (as extended by Ordinance No. 2021-0592).

The Zoning Administrator may attach reasonable conditions to the allowance of an unlisted use. Accordingly, the following conditions shall attach to the allowance for a Temporary Outdoor Expansion Space for Restaurants & Bars:

1. **Eligible Businesses / Zoning Land Uses:**
   a. Per Denver Zoning Code or Former Chapter 59, primary uses legally established and permitted as “Eating and/or Drinking Establishments,” “Brewpubs,” or “Eating Places”. This includes businesses commonly referred to as restaurants, bars, taverns, brewpubs, fast-food outlets, cafes, coffee shops, and similar retail businesses providing food and/or beverage services for on-site consumption.
b. Per Denver Zoning Code or Former Chapter 59: primary uses legally established and permitted as a “Manufacturing, Fabrication & Assembly – Light, Custom, General or Heavy” zoning use, and more specifically as a brewery, winery, or distillery.
c. Food trucks and other “mobile retail food establishments” are not eligible businesses.

2. **Permitted Zone Districts:** A Temporary Outdoor Space may be established in the following zone districts under the city’s two zoning codes:
   b. **Former Chapter 59:** All B, MS, H, C-MU, R-MU, T-MU, PRV, Gateway, H, and I zone districts, and all PUD zone districts that allow an Eligible Business use.

A property’s zone district can be looked up, by address, at the Denver Maps webpage: www.denvergov.org/maps/map/zoning.

3. **Conditions on Use & Activity in Temporary Outdoor Expansion Space for Restaurants & Bars:** The Temporary Outdoor Space shall comply with the following use- and activity-related guidelines:
   a. **Associated with an Eligible Business.** The Temporary Outdoor Space must be associated with and used exclusively by an eligible business (see above for list of eligible businesses).
   b. **Temporary Structures Allowed.** The Temporary Outdoor Space may be used only for placement of temporary tables, benches, chairs, shade devices, tents, pods, greenhouses, and other temporary enclosures that can be adequately vented and maintained per Public Health orders; the outdoor space may include temporary railings and other means of containment or separation. Please refer to the program guidelines for building permit requirements (e.g., electrical permit may be required for temporary lighting; building permit may be required for fences/walls over a certain height.)
   c. **Hours of Operation.** Public use of the outdoor space shall cease by no later than 10 pm Sundays through Thursdays, and by no later than 11 pm on Fridays, Saturdays, and on Federal Holidays.
   d. **Permitted Activities.** Permitted activities within the outdoor space are limited to only the following:
      i. On-site retail service and consumption of food and/or drink (including alcoholic beverages with approved city license) to seated customers.
      ii. Designated areas for customer pick-up and carry-out of packaged food and/or drink prepared by the associated eligible business.
   e. **Prohibited Activities.** The following activities are prohibited within the outdoor space to avoid congregating, shared patron use of equipment, or noise impacts:
      i. Standing (non-seated) food or drink service and consumption.
      ii. Standing (non-seated) waiting or gathering areas.
      iii. Outdoor entertainment or amusement (e.g., viewing outdoor movies; yard games).
      iv. Amplification of any sound or music, including but not limited to the use of amplifiers, speakers, or loudspeakers.
f. Duration.

i. Any Temporary Outdoor Space intended for a permitted activity described in 4.a. above, cannot begin until the eligible business can open for occupancy by members of the public. A Temporary Outdoor Space, if established and in compliance with all applicable City rules, permits, and policies on October 31, 2022, may continue operation as a temporary use until December 31, 2023. The owner/operator of a Temporary Outdoor Space may seek applicable permits and approvals to convert the space to a Permanent Outdoor Space.

ii. All Temporary Outdoor Spaces established under this temporary use allowance must cease operations on or before December 31, 2023 and remove all physical components of the outdoor space by no later than January 15, 2024. Failure to cease operations or remove all physical components of the outdoor space by the deadlines specified is a violation of the Denver's zoning codes.

iii. Additionally, if the state or City issues any new or amended public health orders before December 31, 2023, which prohibit this temporary outdoor space, then the temporary outdoor space must shut down.

4. No Parking Required. No vehicle or bicycle parking is required for establishment of a Temporary Outdoor Space.

4. Permitted Location & Operator of Temporary Outdoor Expansion Space for Restaurants & Bars:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Permitted Location of Temporary Outdoor Space – Options</th>
<th>Can the Outdoor Space be In a Parking Lot?</th>
<th>Permitted Operator of Temporary Outdoor Space</th>
<th>Owner or Landlord Consent Required?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4. Same Zone Lot: Private property only (not on public right-of-way) and on same zone lot that eligible business is located.</td>
<td>1. DZC and FC59 Zoned Properties: Yes, the temporary outdoor space may be located on all or some off-street parking spaces; those parking spaces may or may not be required by the zoning code.</td>
<td>The zone lot (property) owner or eligible business</td>
<td>Yes - Property owner consent is required if the eligible business is not the property owner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Different Zone Lot: Private property only (not on public right-of-way) and on a different zone lot than where the eligible business is located</td>
<td>1. DZC-Zoned and FC59 Properties: Yes, the temporary outdoor space may be located entirely or partially off the zone lot that the eligible business is located on.</td>
<td>The zone lot (property) owner or eligible business where the eligible business use is located on a different zone lot</td>
<td>Yes - Property owner consent is required if the eligible business is not the property owner of the zone lot on which the temporary outdoor space is located.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Public right-of-way (sidewalks, tree lawn, on-street) | Zoning rules in this written use allowance are not applicable to a Temporary Outdoor Space located on the public right-of-way. If the outdoor space is partially on private property and partially on public right-of-way, please refer to the location options and guidelines above that will apply to the portion of the outdoor space located on private property. For outdoor spaces located entirely or partially in public right-of-way, please refer to applicable rules and guidelines found at: Denver Outdoor Places Program | | |
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5. **Use Review / Permit Requirements:** A Zoning Permit is not required to establish a Temporary Outdoor Space use.

Approved by:

[Signature]

Tina Axelrad, CPD Zoning Administrator

Date: September 7, 2022
Exhibit 1: Data in Support of Zoning Use Allowance for Temporary Outdoor Spaces

September 2022
Prepared by Denver Economic Development & Opportunity
Temporary Patio Program

Data Update
September 2022

Exhibit 1: Data in Support of Zoning Use Determination (Sept 2022)
Restaurant sales tax collection dipped by nearly 40% in 2020 from 2019 and was slow to recover as 2021 numbers were 11.43% below 2019. 2022 recovery is positive but reflects price increases to keep up with higher costs/inflation.

Significant portions of the sales increases in 2021 and 2022 were due to new online sales tax collections, although non-online sales tax collections were also up.
Industry Costs are Rising

• Bad weather, poor crop yields, tight inventories, and strong demand have lifted the cost of food commodities more than 80% since 2020 (according to the World Bank’s Food Commodity Price Index).
• Supply chain disruptions have led to increases in shipping costs as high as 300% year-over-year.
• All food prices are predicted to further increase between 10% and 11% in 2022 (up from a 3.5% increase prediction in March 2022, according to the USDA)
Though we weren't achieving our sales goals with our extended patio, we were much closer. Prior to implementing the extended patio, we were operating at about an average of $3,600 / day - about half of what we need to remain operational. With our extended patio, we increased sales from an average of $3,600 / day to $5,700.

-Anthony Lygizos, owner of Leven Deli
Federal Relief Failed to Reached Many Restaurants in Need

- The Restaurant Relief Fund (RRF) closed to applications on May 24, 2021, after restaurant operators applied for $69 billion in relief. The fund had only $29 billion to distribute.
- 41% of restaurants that did not receive RRF reported taking out new personal loans to support their businesses.
- Industry experts estimate that 50% of independently owned restaurants are now in danger of permanent closure due to accumulated expenses from the pandemic and increased costs.
Number of Denver Restaurants Remitting Sales Tax has Fallen

NUMBER OF DENVER FOOD AND BEVERAGE ESTABLISHMENTS REMITTING SALES TAX BY YEAR

- 2017: 2427
- 2018: 2503
- 2019: 2570
- 2020: 2537
- 2021: 2498
- 2022: 2251
A Sobering Outlook

- It’s probable that more Colorado restaurants will close in 2022 than in 2021
- 99% of Colorado restaurants report that the cost of doing business has increased since January 2021
- 68% of Colorado restaurants reported reducing staff in January 2022
  - Labor is cited as the cost that has risen the most, followed by food, supplies, and alcohol.
- Percentage of Colorado restaurants that consider it very likely that they will permanently close:
  - Within 3 months: 14%
  - Within 6 months: 28%
  - Within 12 months: 54%

Source: Colorado Restaurant Association Economic Impact Survey: January 2022
Some Permanent Closures of Note Since April 2020

- Beast+Bottle
- Denver Diner
- OwlBear Barbecue
- TAG
- TAG Burger Bar
- Euclid Hall
- Old Major
- Biju's Little Curry Shop (multiple locations)
- 20th Street Café
- Acorn
- Bar Helix
- Buchi Cafe Cubano
- Morton's the Steakhouse
- The Palm Steakhouse
- Punch Bowl Social (Central Park)
- Racines
- Rialto Café
- Cook’s Fresh Market
- Tom's Diner
- Fork & Spoon
This isn’t just an economic thing. It’s also a cultural thing. And I’d argue this is the most important thing. Denver is growing. It’s pulling from coastal cities and these residents have expectations that are beyond what has been traditionally accepted in Denver. Big cities have vibrant outdoor dining all over the world. So, the city has a responsibility to start thinking like a tier 1 city and not a small town.

-Juan Padro, founder of Culinary Creative
Sources

• USDA Economic Research Service - Food Price Outlook, 2022
• Colorado Restaurant Association Economic Impact Survey: January 2022
• Independent Restaurant Coalition - January 2022 Restaurant Survey
• CNN - Don’t Expect Grocery Store Prices to Come Down Anytime Soon
• World Bank Commodity Markets Outlook